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Editorial. 
IT . is to be regretted by all true ~riends of ed ucation that there exists even an apparent conflict, or lack of harmony,' be-
tween the conductors of public and private schools. As both 
are ostensibly seeking to accomplish the same or kindred results, 
the most perfect unity of sentiment and action should exist be· 
tween them. As a public school and a private school are dis-
tinct and different institutions in their organization and manage-
ment, it cannot be expected that the methods and the policy 
which characterize the one should also characterize the other. 
It is as necessary that they should differ in their methods of in-
struction and discipline as it is that they should be distinct in 
their organization, and maintain an independent existence. The 
end sought by them is, or should be, the same; the means of 
reaching that end are different. 
The design of the public school is to afford facilities to all 
who will avail themselves of them, for obtaining the rudiments 
of a good English education. The system by which such pub-
lic schools can be ' maintained must necessarily be broad in its 
scope and general in its application . The pub\ic schools are for 
the' masses-~hey cannot be restricted in their work 'so as to 
adapt them to the preferences, or even the necessities, of a few. 
The welfare of the majority must be sought, in their manage-
ment, while the individual can scarcely claim a recognition, save 
as one of the whole number for whom the schools exist. This 
is particularly true ' of graded schools. In them the law of 
uniformity in treatment seems to be inflexible. The least show 
of partiality at once creates a feeling of dissatisfaction among 
the patrons, and it is alm;)st imperative that every pupil should 
be treated exactly as every other pupil is treated. 
In the private school, however, this is not the case j in fact, a 
leading purpose of the private school is to awaken and cultivate 
the powers of its individual members. The private school exist 
'partly to meet the wants of those who cannot well adapt them-
selves to the wholesale methods of the public school. Some 
children will never lenrn till they are taught individually. For 
sllch, and there are many of them, the private school becomes a 
necessity. Indeed, this is, in many respects, the best kind of 
instruction, and it should be the aim of· the teacher in any schoo, 
to make his teaching as direct as possible. In this respect the 
conn try school is yet the best kind of a school, especially if iIi 
the hands of a good teacher . 
--------------------
It is scarcely necessary to offer an argument in favor of pri-
vate schools, not as being more desirable than public schools, 
but as being equ:;tlly important and, indeed, quite necessary in 
order to afford all an equal opportunity of getting an education. 
In the first place there are too many coarse and untrained youth 
in the public schools for the good of some delicate and sensitive 
souls. For the mental and physical well-being of our girls they 
should not be allowed to lose their graces and their peculiar 
feminine charms by too constant and too prolonged association 
with those who are trained and disciplined much as soldiers 
are, and not as sons ~nd daughters are in the homes of the ' 
best families. Girls need a kind of instruction and training 
adaptec\ to their peculiar habits of thought and action . We are 
not ready to advocate a separation of the sexes in education, 
but we do mean to say that there is a difference between boys 
and girls, which is something more than physical, and tliis dif-
ference, whatever it may be, should not be ignored in therr edu-
cation. Girls should never be oblig~d to undergo the same se-
vere regimen which contributes so much to the healthy growth 
of a boy. A girl ' s life and a boy's life are very different; they 
think, ~d speak. and act very differently; and their training 
and instruction at school as well as at home should be adapted 
to the habits of thought and action which characterize their 
lives. The young lady needs a home-like, friendly, and famil-
iar atmosphere surrounding her, in order to secure her active la-
bor or her enthusiastic study. The set, inflexible ways of the 
graded school are distasteful to her, and she ought not to be ex-
pected to thrive under a course of training so severe and ex-
acting. 
The school, whether public or private, should be made an 
attractive and agreeable place to every pupil. Study should be 
made a pleasure. The school should more nearly resemble the 
perfect home. No 'spirit of rivalry or jealousy should be found 
there, though a healthful emulation should be cultivated, a com-
munity of interests should supersede every individual interest. 
A lively sympathy should exist between the teacher and every 
pupil. PUiliis are too often herded together like cattle, especial- , 
ly in the city schools j they are made to feed at the same stall, 
and are driven over the same road at the same speed.: No one· 
thinks of yoking up calves and colts together, and attempting to 
train them to proceed at a uniform pace, and do exa~tly the same 
amount of work in exactly the same time, and in exactly the 
same way; and yet many teachers attempt to do an equally un-
wise thing in the con,duct of graded schools. In order to es-
cape these evils, some flee from the public to the private schools; 
others that they may avoid the t.hrongs of hundreds from every , 
stage of society, good and bad, clean and dirty, smart and stu-
pid, which congregate ih the public .school. . 
I 
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This graded school work is all "lumped off" too much. 
There are too many pupils in one building, and too many in 
one room, and too many in one class. The schools are too 
many of them wholesale establishments; we want more retail. 
Scholars are turned out too much by machinery; we want more 
teacher-power and less wheel-power. The school should not be 
so much a factory as a manufactory, where each graduate comes 
from the hands of an individual artist, and is known to have an 
individuality of his own. We want less class promotions and 
more individual promotions; we want less system and more 
'vitality, less routine and more variety, less rules and more ex-
ceptions. Graded schools are the only kind of school which an 
incompetent teacher can hold for any length of time, and even 
a good teacher is liable to be spoiled by teaching long in them. 
It is well to.keep the private schools as a kind of constant guide 
for the graded schools. The are many excellences in the former 
that are liable to be crushed out of the latter. W. 
Rumor whispereth that our clever contemporary, the N ew Eng 
land Journal of Education, otherwise the National Journal of 
Education, is about to assume another alias. Its western soubn'-
qltet is to be no other than that of the late Common Sclloolof 
Davenport, in the state of Iowa. This seems like spreading 
things. No, we mistake. It is laying it on rather. thick. First, 
there is the National, that covers over this vast continent from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, including New England and Iowa. 
Second, there is the New England, that is to give two thick-
nesses to the vine-clad hills of that delectable region, so fruitful 
of ideas, so barren of corn. Third, there is the Common ScllOol 
with nothing left but its name and brains, including "The Out-
look .; " and that is to cover our dear sister, Iowa, so fruitful of 
corn and so prolific -in expedients, with two coats fresh from the 
manufacturing establishment in the Old Bay State. Thus, Iowa 
is to be supplied with a "hub" to its hitherto slowly avolving 
educational wheel. We wish milch joy to the newly-wedded 
pair, and great success to the strong combination, especially the 
occidental end of it. The subscribers of the late Common 
Scl1001 who cast their lots in with the new edition will hereafte; 
get their papers oftener than semi-occasionally. In ·this connec-
tion we reproduce the following pleasantty from the New Eng-
land Journal of June 24th, 1876. The joke is too good to be 
lost sight of just now : 
MUSIC, DRAWING, AND GERMAN IN THE CHICAGO 
." PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
THE points made .by Professor Hannan in the "Chicago Notes," this week, ,are worthy of notice by those who have 
doubts as to the actual results obtained from the study. of music,_ 
drawing, and German in city public schools. We have taken 
pains to gather further information on these points, and avail our-
selves of this opportunity to present the conclusions to which we 
have arrived. 
The history of optional studies in the grammar schools of 
Chicago is a curious, interesting, .and suggestive one. The 
studies known as optional studies are German, music, and draw-
ing. German has been ~ subject f study for about ten years, 
and has always been truly optional. The object of its introduc-
tion was ostensibly and actually to render the public schools of 
the city attractive and valuable to the very large portion of the 
population which is of German extrll;ction. It was urged as a 
matter of wise policy, ~ather than as a matter of intrinsic pro-
priety or pedagogic necessity. The instruction in German was 
thoroughly graded about four years ago, and has since been con-
fined to pupils in the Grammar departments of the schools. 
The status of music and drawing was somewhat different origi-
nally. It will be generally admitted by all conversant w~th the 
subject that the object of the introduction of these studies was to 
supply a want which was felt to exist in the school curiculum. It 
was felt that the :esthetic, moral, and practical effects of such 
studies on the pupils of the schools were such as to demand their 
introduction as a part of a wise administration of school affairs. 
This feeling was prompted by the inherent reasonablenes!? of the 
proposition, and was encouraged by the testimony of the DOst 
competent witnesses of actual trial in other places. Hence, 
when the time came for the introduction of these studies, they 
were not made opti·onal. No pupil was excused from them ex-
cept for cause. They were virtually cOlllpulsory, though many 
pupils were always excused from one or the other of them. 
However, there was some opposition to this state of things. 
A great many people thought it was carrying things too far to 
require all the pupils in a class, not excused for good cause, to 
recite in music as in any other study, and would hardly believe 
that each individ..1al pupil in a whole division in ' the most un-
favorable lo -:ality in the ci~y would stand and sing a strain or 
measure from the music lesson as from the spelling lesson. It is 
perfectly safe and true to say that the opposition to those studies, 
which has been most felt and expressed, came from those who 
were least familiar with the actual fads in the school-room. 
Besides, some of the allegations made or entertained in opposi-
tion to these studies were arid are actually untrue. As a sample 
of this may be mentioned the impression that has frequently 
fo~nd expression, to the effect that pupils were "kept ba(k" in 
ether studies because of their failure to master these. . On the 
contrary, it is an actual fact that in a school enjoying mnch less 
than the average advantages for music and drawing, the averages 
on examinations in these two stuciies for several years were very 
much higher than the averages of the same classes in the "solid" 
studies of grammar, spelling, and especially arithmetic. 
"The April number of the Iowa Common School Journal has 
just arrived, and in an out-of-the-way place the editor takes the 
New England to task for not growing eloquent in this Centen-
nial year, over the fact that the National Teachers' Association 
is to meet in Baltimore on the loth, 11th, and 12th of July. It 
suggests that we have but little patriotism if we do not celebrate 
that event with literary bonfires, illuminations, and rejoicings. 
Well, Brother Crosby, we are truly sorry that the sentiment in 
New England is so low on such an inspiring subject, but you know 
that it is a 'little too early for Fourth of July demonstrations, and 
we do not want to waste our ammunition in advance. Patriotism 
expended 'in good ink and paper in June is as unseasonable as a 
first-class thunderstorm in January, or a snowstorm in August. 
Besides, you are now in the Ides of March, and you don't know 
how many bright things we have said since your publication. 
The season is too early for you to begin to chastise your Eastern 
friends for want of patriotism. If you should wait until your 
September number, which will probably appear on Christmas 
eve, you may then be able the better to chronicle our short-
comings." 
But, theory and argument aside, the opposition to drawing and 
music has made itself felt in the Chicago Boaad of Education, 
and more than two years ago it was decreed that there should be 
Dr. J. Adams Allen, M. D., LL. D., of Chicago, has be'en no further examinations in these branches in promoting pupils, 
elected to the Presidency of Rush Medical College, recently lor, what amounts to the sam~ thing, no attainments of pupils, 
Vj1,Caled by the del\.th' of Dr, Freer. or lack of attainlllents/ in music Qr drawing, were to be counted. 
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More recently they were made entirely optional, and for some 
time past, they, with German, have constituted the gravest con -
cern of the average school inspector. It is believed that, aside 
pettish, obstinate, and semi-angry attempts of a few fickle-minded 
and improperly disciplined children to escape from the study of 
German, after having voluntarily taken it, and some probably ill-
adviserl efforts to prevent such escape, these difficulties and 
dangers are thoroughly, utterly, and entirely imaginary. 
This is shown by the latest facts in the case. At the close of 
the fall term the Board of Education formally excused all pupils 
from the furtheL study of optional branches-that is, music, 
drawing, and German. No pupil was to take any oT these studies 
the next term except upon the written request of the parent and 
the written agreement of the latter that the pupil should continue 
it through the term; the same process to be repeated at the be-
ginning of every term. Behold the result! No serious change 
has occurred in the numbers pursuing music and drawing, and 
the number of those studying German has increased ten per cent.! 
It does not ordinarily suggest itself to the mind of the average 
.pedagogue to be the wisest· thing in the world to do in the prem-
ises, to ask a pupil what he wishes to study. But the Board of 
Education having substantially adopted this rule in reference to 
music, drawing, and German, it ought to do one thing more in 
the interest of fair play. It ought to allow pupils who do faith-
ful work in music and drawing some credit for it. As the rule 
and practice is now, these studies are the subject of unjust dis-
crimination. All time and attention given them are lost so far 
as direct promotion is concerned. Pupils who study music and" 
drawing should be allowed an examination in them. W. 
NORMAL SCHOOLS. 
Prof. C. F. R. BELLOWS, State Normal School, Ypsilanti, Michigan. 
IN ' a previous paper we aimed to show that so f:lr as any action of the Na-tional Educational Association was authoritative on the question of the 
function of normal schools, such action was plaInly in the direction of an as· 
sumption of the fact that it was within the province of normal schools, con· 
templated as a complete system, to provide the preparation requisite for teach· . 
ers of every grade and position. It will be the object of the present paper 
to consider the appropriate work, as we conceive it, of such schools, and the 
natural limitations, if any, which practically confine these institutions within' a 
certain sphere. H9wever general a form our discussion in some of its parts 
may assume, we trust that many of our rcaders will he able to see that we do 
not intentionally controvert the truth of the familiar saying as to where charity 
begins. 
AU understand that the object of the normal school is the preparation of 
teachers for the work they have to do in the schools. Teaching is thus ad· 
mitted to be an art that may be acquired, and which ought to be understood 
by those who would engage in it. The vocation of the teacher is hereby rcc· 
ognized as a profession, to fi~ for which special schools are as necessary as 
they are for those who would pursue law or medicine. Such is the general 
conception of the normal school in the minds of people. But popular ideas 
of things are often crude, and frequently contain elements which render them 
impossible in fact. Experience is the handmaid of all safe theorizing upon 
almost every question; and so we find in the existing character of our normal 
schools throughout the country, and in the views of normal school men gen-
erally, a modification, to some degree, of the extreme position on the normal 
school question; usually held by those who are mere theorizers on the subject. 
All agree that the work of the normal school, as such, is a profession~1 one, 
but differ as to whether an amou~t of ordinary school work is not practically 
unavoidable, or, going a little farther, whether a course of academic study 
may not be pursued in connection with the profeSSIOnal work, either as an ad-
dition thereto, or else as a necessary means to an end. The parties to this f:on-
troversy are, howev~r, by no means confined distinctly within the lin{its of 
those on the one hand who have had more or less experience in. normal 
schg.ol work, and of those on the other who, without any personal experience, 
nevertheless have a theory as to what that work should be, but we find each 
in full force and vigor in the ranks of normal school men themselves. On 
the one hand, are those who distinguish a very wide difference between the 
proper work of a normal school, and that of the common or public school; and 
on the other, those who seem to act on the principle that any such difference 
is quite inconsiderable. Between these extreme positions, a great variety of 
others are interpolated. The normal school is thus "a .house divided against 
it~elf. " It is m;eless to denv so obviolls a fact. And, for our own part, we 
feel to record right here our conviction that the sooner we admit the fact and 
force of this spIrit of division, and set about uniting on some high and tenable 
ground, the sooner will our own heads be safe from the impending rafters. 
What that common ground is upon which normal school men are thus urged 
to come is, we think, equally obvious. It is discoverable by a .simple consid-
eration of the nature and direction of the forces which have been operative 
to produce the present unsteadiness of the normal school orb. These dis-
turbing forces seem to us to have been. developed as the simple and natural 
result of the too near approach, and continued course of this body along the 
track of other members of the system . The early history of normal schools 
in this country was so nearly contemporaneous with that of other parts of our 
school system that these perturbations, though perhaps no less real than now, 
were, however, less noticeable, simply because of the general chaos which 
e\·erywhere prevailed. But the public school and the college members of the 
system having now become somewhat fully developed and settled in their re-
spective orbits, without a corresponding appropriate development of the nor-
mal school, and the consequent consistent determination of its sphere, these 
irregularities are now beco~ing localized and alarmingly apparent. They are 
now observed to inhere in the normal school, and seem sometimes to threaten 
its precipitation upon the body of one or the other members of the system. 
T o avert this catastrophe but one thing can be done; and, if we rightly read 
the signs of the times, that thing must be done speedily and thoroughly. It 
is, as we have already intimated , for all connected -vith normal schools to 
unite upon a high plane of true and distinctly professional work. Our ex-
tended courses in academic .study, in the sense we now have them so largely, 
that is, in a way differing almost imperceptibly from that in which they occur 
in other schools, must be remanded to the public school and the academy or 
college, just as far as these institutions afford the necessary facilities for the 
requisite academic preparation of students for the professional course of the 
normal school. The average opportunity for such preparation, furnished by 
the schools of the state, must, of propriety, be made the measure of the re-
quirements for admission to the normal school. The standard thus presented 
ought to be a sort of sliding scale to be kept constantly at a level withAhe 
changing mean of the public school, as it enlarges and improves its work. 
In practice, occasionally wiII occur the admission of a student who in some 
respects may not be quite up to the adopted average. With such, a small 
amount of academic work may still have to be done; but it will be only as ' 
mending a road at an occasional spot in order to get on-a very different thing 
from clllling through the timber and the hills and making the road at the first. 
As already intimated, the work of the normal department should be the the-
ory and practice of teaching-lectures on the general principles of methOds, 
supplemented with the illustration of the application of those principles to the 
teaching of the various branches pursued in the schools, and also with practice 
in the actual teaching of tEese branches in the training school. This practice 
teaching should be done under the constant eye of the teachers of the normal 
department acting still as instructors, besides as critics. All of the teaching 
in thc model or training school, and also all the details of go;'ernment and 
handling of this department, should, we think, be done by the pupils of the 
normal department. And then, thus at best, there will be generally less of 
that kind of work than might be profitably done by those for whom that schoo I 
is designed. 
The branches of study introduced and employed thus in the professional 
course, .should be for the different classes of. pupils, those of the grade' of 
school they are respectively preparing to teach, which may be anyone, theo-
retically, from the rllral district school to the college. But it should always 
be kept in mind that by far the greater part of those who teach are employed 
in the elementary schools. Just in proportion to the demand for teachers of 
advanced' attainments, the normal school, it would seem, should qffer facilities 
for their requisite preparation. Th(!t' is, if one in twenty-five, for example, 
of the t,eachers in the state is needed for the wor)c in our high schools of pre-
paring students for college, our idea is that one in twenty-five on the average 
of those who graduate from the normal school should be fitted for that . work 
and similarly for other positions. Of , course the higher the scholastic attain: 
',' 
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ments and culture of the teacher the better he will be, other things being 
equal, even for a most primary pvsition; but while a single normal school in 
a state cannot begin to prep(!,re a tithe of the teachers needed 'in the elemen-
tary schools, it is a question of grave importance how far such a school shall 
spend its efforts upon the preparation of higher grade teachers. Here only 
do we encounter a practical limit to the functions of a normal school in its ap-
propriate sphere. , 
In conclusion, we wish to urge again: that normal school men and women 
come together in a general conference, and unite upon some plan of develop-
ing a complete, thorough, and, as far as practicable, uniform system of profes-
sional work-a system that shall be wholly relieved of all entanglements with 
the functions of other schools, one that shall be universally accepted as lying 
in the line of a now much needed magnifying of the special office of the 
normal school. If the normal school IS to continue, we are convinced that its 
foundations in many cases will have to be essentially reconstructed. Very 
much less of the treacherous stubble of academic material, and very much 
more of the science of education, must be put into its walls. It is trul! that 
what we call the science of education is, as yet, a somewhat uncertain thing 
-a sort of unknown quantity in the normal problem-and some even seem 
to say "we have not so much as heard whether there be any" science of educa-
tion. It is thus incumbent upon normal school teachers everywhere to labor 
in developing and confirmiug the principles of this iljIlportant branch of hu-
man knowledge. Let there not be found a normal school altar bearing the 
inscription "To the Unknown God." 
====== 
THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF BOSTON. 
YOU may wonder that in attempting to give an account of the school system of Boston, I begin at the top and work downward, when really all de-
pends upon the work in the lower grades, but in doing this I merely follow 
the fashion . All our school systmls are top-htavy. 
In visiting a town or city one is impressed, not by the lower grades, wl)ere 
a "cheap" teacher is "murdering the innocents," but by the select few who 
are enjoying (in one sense at least) the best teacher. that the place is willing 
to pay for. But here I shall have to omit a part of the "sermon" I had 
prepared for you, since Prof. Olney, in tha't excellent editorial in the WEEKLY 
for January 25th has said just what I was intending to write. Like the boy 
who had the Lord's Prayer pinned on the wall of his chamber, I can only 
point to that editorial and say, " Them's my sentiments:" I might make 
some of these thl1lgs apply to Boston, but I must remember that I am a 
chronicler, not a judge. 
There are ten high schools in Boston, if we 'include under the term high 
sch09l, the Roxbury Latin School and the Normal School. No two of these 
schools have the same curriculum. The Normal School admits ,any girl who 
can pass a fair examination on the ordinary high school studies. The course 
is only one year. Abnut fifty teachers are sent out annually. Mr. Larkin 
Dunton, the head master, is admirahly fitted for his work. This school has 
had ~ peculiar history. In 1852, when it was established, it had not only 
normal trai1Zi1Zg, but practice. Composed of girls, it practiced on a model 
school of boys. In those days it was thought quite enough for the girls to go 
through the Grammar school course, but at last the Board determined to ex-
tend the course of study for this school, and connect a high school curricu-
lum with a normal scho~l training. The high school features soon nearly 
killed out the training department, which at last, in 1872, was separated 
from the" Girls' High and Normal," and has been since that time a st,ictly 
professional school. Like t he model young man, it lacks one thing. It can 
theorize and plan, but it has no school of practice, and some of the young 
ladies may find themselves as much at a loss in a bona fide school -room as 
the poor boy was when he fell into the pond after learning to swim by spread-
ing himself on a table and imitating the mptions of a frog in a pan of water. 
The principal, however, often, follows them with his advice and heartyassist-
ance after they. have begun their real work, ~nd doubtless often turns a failure 
into success. When the Latin School admits girls, probably the Normal will 
be opened to boys. The entire course of st udy has reference to teaching, and 
graduates of this schpol not only have the preference-ctttris patibus-in the 
Boston schools, but receive as teachers the same for the first year of service 
that others receive for the second_ 
THE BOSTON LATIN SCHOOL 
is, probably the best known school in America, and yet outside of the few who 
have enjoyed its advantages, about as little is understood of its plan and 
work, its scope and method, a.~ of the private family quarrels of the ram-
phorynchi. Until within,a few years it was considered rank ~eresy to men-
/ 
tion the Latin School without removing one's hat and speaking with solemn 
reverence, and so it held on the even tenor of its way doing its work well 
and faithfully, without fear -or favor. 
At length, however, complaints were made that a boy could learn nothing 
hut Latin and Greek in the Latin School, and its friends had to acknowledge 
that that was pretty nearly true. At the same time they claimed that it did 
its peculiar work in the best possible manner, and that in the time allowed it 
would be impossible to do much outside work without injury to its central 
idea, or without over:crowding the students. In fact, since the colleges are 
so contmually increasing the requirements for admission, a gre.at deal of hot-
house forcing must be done, under the most favorable circumstances, in order 
to ensure a boy's entrance without conditions, and a "conditIOn" reflects 
anything but honor upon his school or instructors. 
H owever, public sentiment demanded a change, and a change was made. 
The course of study was broadened. Courses of ancient and modern his-
tory. English classics, natural sciences, two modern languages, with drawing, 
music, gymnastics, etc., keep the boys out of mischief. It seems almost im-
possible for boys to do the work laid out for them without overdoing, while 
teaching m'ust descend to coaching in order to finish the course in the allotted 
time. While the departmental system as existing in the Latin School has 
proved, as it always will prove for the higher grades, much superior to the 
room system, it has also shown that better teachers are needed than in the op-
pnsite system to obtain the best results. 
- , 
The behavior 01 the boys' was especially criticised under the departmental 
system, and to quote for the benefit of Chicago, from the report of the Boston 
Board, "An unwise deference to mere sentimentalism ha.~ taken from the 
younger classes the simple and well-guarded punishment which the rules o~ 
the Board prescribe for all pupils of their age who offend." 
Pupils are admitted at the age of nine. The course extends over a term of 
nine years, provided the student passes on in rel:ular order. The require-
ments for admission are very low; any boy of the ;equisite age who ha.~ 
'rubbed a few times against a schoolhouse' would be a promising candidate for 
an a.~ylum for feeble-minded children if he were rejected here. There are 
about 300 students connected with the school, not far from thirty of whom 
graduate each year. There are ten regular teachers, at an aggregate salary of 
a little over $3°,000. Special teachers in music, drawing, military drill, 
elC" complete the list. The entire cost of instruction is not far from $40,000 
per year. 
The building is .. dirty, unattractive', and inconvenient," and the school 
feels the need of maps, cabinet, library, etc. In fact, about the only special 
care heretofore taken of the Latin School has been to provide the best of 
teachers, and this is of the greatest importance. All that the school has been 
in the past, all that it is .to-da.y, is due to the splendid corps of teachers who 
have been and are the Latin School of Boston, and I must commend to 
' other places this idea. ' Build palaces, if you choose, and can afford it, for 
your schools, but first of all, and above all, provide yours~lves with the best 
teachers that ca.n be hired, and then make their position a desirable one (a 
position to be sought for by good teachers in general) by paying a salaryade-
quate to the place, responsibility, and work. 
Students take Latin during the entire course of nine years, the number of 
recitntions per week ranging from two to ten. French is continued eight 
years, with from one to three recitations per week. Greek is taken up the 
la~t four years, averaging six and a half recitations a week. Mathematics is 
given from four to six recitations per week for nine years. English literature 
and history are taken during the last six years, two recitations a week. 
Natural science has one recitation a week for four years, and two the last 
year. The other studies belong tp the Grammar grade, and are made sub-
ordinate to the main purpose of the school, which is to fit boys for col-
lege. 
THE DOSTON ENGLISH HIGH SCHOOL 
is the twin of ' the Latin School. It occupies a part of the same miserable 
building, an -I its seniors have the same physical exercise in climbing up four 
long, narrow, wind;ng flights of stairs every day, and sometimes several times 
a day. Pupils are 'not admitted so young. as.to the Latin School. In fact, 
, they Ilre expected to graduate from the Grammar' school before applying for 
admission to the English High School. The requirements for admission have 
not been very difficult, an,d it wa~ found that many pupils from the second 
cla-ses in the Grammar schools could easily .. pass." In order to prevent 
mnny from leaving the Grammar grades before graduation, a resolution was _ 
adopted by the Board that stuclents for the Grammar schools should not be 
admittecl to exnmin .. tion without Il certificate of qualification frpm the Gram-
.. 
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mar master. The school, however, is quit,e large, averagin~ about 500. The 
course is purely English, with modern languages added. An attempt is made 
to give boys a real business education, but as most of these boys are supposed 
to "finish" here, the curriculum, although omitting Latin and Creek, is 
made as severt;, though not so extensive, as that of the~Latin School. 
THE GIRLS' HIGH SCHOOL 
is about such a school for girls as the English High School is for boys. The 
course is not much different, excepting that it adds Latin, to compensate the 
girls for being debarred the classical school. The experiment that Ann Ar-
bor and Dartmouth are trying in regard to the admission of students ha~ been 
tried in this school under more favorable circumstances, and failed. For 
a short time pupils were admitted without an examination, upon pres-
entation of the diploma of Grammar school graduation. They are exam-
ined now. 
THE ROXBURY LATIN SCHOOL 
is very similar in plan and purposes to the Boston Latin School, but is quite 
independent, being really a private public school, i. ~., a public school sup-
ported by a fund given by some benevolent person. . 
The other high schools are open for both sexes, and have, excepting on I)" 
the Charlestown High School, both a classical and non-classical course. The 
friends of these schools claim that they do the work in both courses equally 
as well as the special high schools, and in much less time. Some of them 
are certainly doing excellent work. The entire cost of the high schools of 
Boston is not far from $200,000. In this estimate the cost of lands, buildings, 
etc., is not included. The interest . on money so invested would amount to 
$40,000 or $50,000 more, making the entire cost not far from $25°,000. 
There are about 3,000 students in these schools. They avera~e cost per 
student would be not far from $83 per year. 
In giving this bird's-eye view of the Boston high schools, I have omitted 
many things of mterest, because I do not deem them necessary to my gener'\l 
plan of giving an epitome of the Boston school system. S. 
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN ZOOLOGY.* 
ANALYSIS OF ANIMALS. 
Prof. ELLIOT WHIPPLE, Westfield, Illinois. 
DOUBTLESS the time will come when many schools will have so perfect a course of study that the excellent plan commenced in "Morse's First 
Book of Zoology" can be carried out. The method prescribed by Prof. S. 
A. Forbes in the Sdloolmasler, some two years ago, is the best possible for 
those schools in which the necessary time and conveniences can be commanded. 
Nevertheless, many teachers have not found it practicable to adopt either. 
Our problem is to do the best we can for pupils· already considerably ad-
vanced in years, if not in studies, who wish to acquire some general knowl-
edge of the whole subject, and are unable, or unwilling, to devote more than 
from twelve to twenty weeks to this branch. In addition to the limitation on 
the pupii's part, the teacher is usually so over-burdened with work that he can 
give but little attention to the _zoology class outside the brief period allotted to 
the recitation. Probably most teachers woul? prefer to have their ~tudents 
study specimens instead of books, but no sooner is. the work begun than they 
are confronted by the fact that they do not know how or what to study, ane), 
unless aided by the presence and suggestions of the teacher, they turn over 
the specimens aimlessly for. a while, and then, disgusted with the fruitless task, 
beg to be allowed to return to the safe and familiar sbelter of a text-book. Be-
set by these apparently almost insurmountable difficulties, the following plan 
has been used to ·lead c1asse5 Ihrougk p. combined study of text-books and 
specimens to an !nterested and intelligent study of nature, with bool~s· needed 
only for reference. 
Beginning in the usual way, the clas< learn sllmewhat lhorJughly the cbar-
acteristics of ·one branch, e. g., vertebr.ltes, noticing the other branches 
briefly. Then one class, say mammals, i~ st udied similarly, some comparison 
being made with other classes of th e' same branch. Then two or three orders, 
With their prominent families, and a few of their genera and species, are 
studIed. At this point the following key is given to the class, not as a masln-
to rltl~, but as a servant to be used, and a guitl~ to be followed as . far as it 
may seem to follow nature. 
KEY. 
Branches are characterized by plan of structure of I .. Nervous system; 2. 
Skeleton; 3. Biood; 4. MIscellaneous. 
-Copyright, 1877. by E lliot Whipple . 
Classes are characterized by execution of plan in details of structure; e.g., 
I. Reproduction; 2. Respiration; 3. Circulation; 4. Epidermis; 5. Details 
of Skeleton; 6. Miscellaneous. 
Orders are characterized by complication of structure in I. Locomotive ap-
,pendages; 2. Mouth parts; 3. Miscellaneous. 
Families are characterized by general resemblances of I. Form; 2 . Miscel- _ 
laneous-motion, voice. etc. 
Genera are characterized by. details of structure in special parts, such as : 
I . Modifications of organs used in obtaininfi: food; 2. Miscellaneous. 
Species are characterized by I . Size; 2. Ornamentation; 3. Proportion of 
parts; 4. Miscellaneous. ' 
An important use of the Key is in analyzilzg animals " that is, in giving a 
scientific description of particular animals by stating the characteristics of the 
branch, class, order, ... , species, to which the individual belongs, e.g., 
suppose we wish· to write an analysis of a common mole, it may be done as 
follows: 
Branch- Vertebrat~. 
I'LAN OF STRUCTURE. 
I. Nervous system-Cerebra-spinal and sympathetic. 
2. Skeleton-Vertebral column with neural and hremal arches. 
3. Blood-Red. 
4. Miscellaneous-Bilateral symmetry, muscular heart, etc. 
Class-Mammal. ' 
EXECUTION OF PLAN. 
I. Reproduction-Viviparous and nourish young with milk. 
2. Respiration-Lungs. 
3. Circulation-Four divisions of heart; warm blooded . 
4. Epidermis-Hairy. 
5. Details of skeleton-Plane vertebra!. 
6. Miscellaneous-Perfect diaphragm; red corpuscles of blood, non-
nucleated, etc. 
Order-Imectivora. 
COMPLICATION OF STRUCTURE. 
I. Locomotive appendages-Complete clavicles, armed with claws. 
2. M~)Uth parts-Molars studded with points; other teeth pointed. 
3. MIscellaneous-Feeds upon insects, etc. 
Family- Talpidfl! (mole). 
GENERAl. RESEMBLANCES .• 
I. Form-Stout, thick body,; no visible neck; anterior limbs stronger 
than posterior. I 
. 2. Miscellaneous (a) Motion-Burrows in eart:h, (b) Voice-t:tc. 
Genus-Scalops. . 
DETAILS IN ~PECIAL PARTS. • 
I. Organs· used ill obtaing food-Long depressed mu'zzle; two anterior 
upper teeth, very large. 
2 . Miscellaneous-Toes more or less webbed, etc. 
Species-So Argmtatus. 
I. Size-Seven inches long. 
2. Ornamentation-Silvery plumbeous; nose and tail nearly naked; feet 
white. 
4· Proportion of parts-Palms scarcely broader than long; tail i- length 
of body; circumference t of length. 
5. Miscellaneous-Nostrils superior. 
6. Remarks-Resembles S. aquatims in habits; can not eat potatoes and 
is probably beneficial only to farmers. . , 
At first the pupils will need considerable aid. The analyses will have to be 
written out on the blackboard, corrected, and the reasons for the corrections 
clearly explained. After a few days the process can be abridged to an oral· 
recita,tion and criticism; and ultimately the written analyses wilt only need to be 
criticised and marked by the teacher, like other wri'tten exercises. The work 
must always be done with a specimen of the animal, so that at least the ex. 
ternal characteristics can be actually observed. Books should be used only 
as guides, and finally can be almost entirely dispensed with; otherwise our 
pupils will realize the truth of the saying that, "having studied nature in books, 
on going out to look for her, they failed to find her." 
When the members of a class have each. written a hundred such analyses 
of specimens selected so as to represent all the branches, nearly aln the 
classes, and as wide a range as possible!' of orders and families, they have 
gained such a familiarity with the value and application of the characteristics 
of the different grades that they seldom misapply them., and can write out the 
analyses with very little dependence on books. 
Doubtless other works would be very advantageous, but, so far, my classes 
have used in addition to Tenney's Manual, the following: Tenney's Ele-
· ~ents, Nichols?n, Orto11, Jo~dan's Key, .Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec-
tIOn, Chambers En~yclope(lIa, and AgasSlz's Essay on Classification. 
Th,e f~ndamental "lea of the Key given above is a parallelism of charac-
tensttcs 111 group~ of the same grade and name through the whole an' I 
kingdom . It is yet only partially developed, undouhtedly it needs critil~a 
and cm-"ection as well as dn;dopmmt. Such as it is, it is presented toNt~ 
rea~ers of the ~EJ(Kl.Y .wlth the hope ~hat. those who are interested in the 
subject and find Imperfections and dIfficultIes 111 this plan or see how it . h 
be improved" will communicate freely with the writer in ~rder that it in4 mIg It 
timately be rendered more perfecpy adapted to its purpose. y u -
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HIDDEN. 
TARPLEY STARR, Virginia. 
DOWN in our hawthorn l)leadow-wherc I sometimes stray-
I hear a lone brook out of hreath, 
Running away 
To hide from all the prying eyes 
of gnrish dny ; 
And 'mong the covert grass and weeds 
Singing its lay. 
Vet, God's sweet sky heamed in its face 
As on It went. 
Music, as out of sun and wind, 
To it is lent. 
Fragrance of mountains and deep woods 
Is in its ~cent, . 
And God's own Aowers live on iis hanl·s 
In glad content. 
And thus, methought, a woman's life, 
Unknown abroad, 
May bless some' still secluded spot, 
Seen but of God. 
With fountain pure of holy thought 
By angel stirred; 
With fragrance of celestial bloom 
In deed and word, 
And music of the higher sphere 
Set to life's chord. ' 
SPELLING. II. 
MARY P. COLBURN, Boston, Mass. 
, 
IN a recent paper, spelling, as it now exists in our language; was advocated ·; that is, the proposed radical changes were not co'nsiderecl with favor. But 
in this, I propose to enlarge a little upon the absurdities of tbe p; eserit style of 
spelling-fooks. The question has been before the pupils for a long time, and 
remonstrances long and loud have been rife; but after all, it has been but a 
vague idea which the community, outside of the teachers and the children, 
have received. 
A very great proportion of those who furnish to our schools our quota of 
pupils have not been educated tip to the point of exactly 'Understanding what 
the question is in all its bearings; and more or less to them would make but 
little difference; but the poor children which these parents of such sadly· de-
ficient education and cultivation turd' into our schools are the ones who suffer 
now, and are always to suffer, till the present state of things in this direction 
is remedied. The agitation concerning this matter has not as yet made much' 
progress, and it is to be feared wiH not till more people come to a realizing 
sense of the enormity of the thing. 
Ever since letters were put together to form words, so long has the spelling-
book, under various names, been in the hands of the pupil; and it is fair to 
say· that nothing in the whole range of school bQoks has proved so dry a 
morsel. 
After the poor little digger has served an apprenticeship at the to him mean-
ingless "things'" from his lisping childhood up through all the grade~ to the 
higher classes, it doesn't seem quite so immense a thing, when there, to come 
out victorious; but it is with the little. sufferers we are dealing just now. ' 
J consider correct spelling a grave necessity, and would not for an instant 
even seem to think ligHtly of it, but it is of the first importance what the ways 
and means are by which the standard is acquired. 
A little fellow comes to his teacher with a request from the mother that she 
give him a list of the bOoks needed. Accordingly, the names are written 
down, conspicuous among which is the Speller. The child is delighted over 
hIS new possessions, as all children are, and the parent perhaps as much so. 
A hasty glance on her par~ over the pages reveals to her an unexplored mine, 
in which are treasures her child is to be more fortunate in possessing than fell 
to her lot. She knows nothing of the labor attending the exploration into the 
tortuous avenues; if she did, she might well feel a bit ~oubled. 
But, in the meantime Jimmy is on the road to an intelligent mastering of 
the contents of his book. Day after day he digs an" ilelves, and is a lucky 
little fellow, indeed, if he stumbles through without falling. We will look 
over his shoulder In a minute, alld see what it is that makes him screw up his 
face so. But first, it will be as well to take the book in hand and regard iti 
make up. 
We see a small volume of a hundred pages, perhaps, purporting to be a 
pr-imary speller. It opens with the simplest abstract words, having no con-
nection whatever with each other, and here from experience, we learn, is its 
first fault. So far, it is easy to appropriate, but beyolld th·~t it is simply an 
abomination. Things progress pretty well for a Se;l~l) n, though it m ly be rea-
sonably insisted upon that the plan is inherelltly wrong. N·)w we will see 
what Jimmy is up to, and a glance over his shoulder reveals to us a lesson "la-
belled " thus: oa, 00, ou, ow, ow~, eau, like 0 in note! . with a- list of words 
endorsing the statement, and this is all snpposed to be one lesson! But per-
haps Jimmy" undertook" that yesterday, and is consequently staggering over 
this,-viz: nlJ, ;u, eu, ~auJ inv, tti, like 'u. in tube! 
It is possible the compiler may have calculated that such a lesson is com-
_ paratively easy, but the teacher who has tried it has sadly found that 
j=d vinv pursuit bd~w 
pnoti r juicy avmu~ rm~w 
stewa"d .neutral rroenu~ adieu 
rescue b~auty continue review 
is rather a tough enemy for little soldiers of six or even seven years, valiant 
though they be, to wrestle with all at once! 
But turn over more leaves in the model ' speller, and just luch tasks are 
scattered all along. Thus: 
ie, ui, U, e, 0, ai, ia, u, y, like i in pin I 
with its rows of words. 
Isn't it wicked? 
They tell us that physical development is a positive necessity; that gymnas- .' 
tics' and exercise must be attended to; but what amount of shaking the arms 
and pounding the chest can straighten out a mental cramp! Is it any wonder 
that poor Jimmy'S little face is all screwed up ! 
Now, the teachers do know better. A plan of spelling-and of learning to 
spell correctly, too-immeasurably better, is to take the reading lesson and 
have the pupils spell word after word of what they find there-little and big 
-<15 they come. To be sure, there is no arra.ngement of words of similar 
sounds, etc:, but what is far better; there is a.s~qttenu 0/ id~as, and that goes a 
great way lowards fixing it all in the memory. The child remembers what he ' 
has read, and sees, mentally, just how the words look-so, naturally, can 
render them correctly. 
There is no necessity, certainly at this tender age, of learning page after 
page of words which never, by any accident, are to come into their range of 
literature; it will be time e!1ough when the n·ec.essity comes. It would h.e ab-
solutely a great gain if the "Spelling Book(, 'were abolished mtirely from tlte 
primarJ' -gr{ldes. 
At. the recent examination of the pupils of the grammar classes. in our city, 
who are to graduate the coming summer, the candidates were tried with sen-
sible words, such as perceiving, beliroing, receding, zealous, and the like; but 
an examination in the primary grades on the same ~ords would 'yield about as 
fair results! Again J ask, is it not wicked? 
If such words are test wo~ds, six and evm eight years ahead, why nud otJr 
little oms be tortured by them? 
The community of parents ought to be intelligent on this important subject, 
and make such demands of the powers that be as will tend in a more sensible, 
becailse more humane, direction. 
Practical Hints and Exercises . 
. Editor, Mrs. KATE B. FORD, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
THE LOVE OF TEACHING. 
To be a teacher in the true sense of the word involves many importnnt qualifications, among the first of which is the love of the work. BUlt 
do not all who are engaged in the work ef teaching love it? If not, why do 
they choose that kind of labor? Their real reason is that by it they earn their 
daily bread, and they see no respite from such work by engaging in anything 
that will pay them better. They often express themselves tired of the tread,_ 
mill. Harboring such thought!> makes per.ons more ' disinclined to put ' up 
with vexations, and less apt to see the hetter results. A dissatisfied person 
cannot do excellent work. Teachers should try to do their work cheerfully 
for the benefit such a disposition will have upon themselves, for the . benefit it 
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will have upon their pupils. A dissatisfied teacher cannot command the 
hearty cooperation of his class. 
Do what i~ to be done as well as it is pos~ible to do it. These are 
facts admitted by all, that in any department of laoor, physical or mental, 
those things are best performed by us in which our sympathies are enlisted; 
and, again, that one failure begets another. ju~t as one succe~~ begets another 
succes~. Many suppo~e that the teacher's work is exempt from drudgery; 
that the teacher is not subject to annoyances; but how soon those who attempt 
it are disahused of that unfortunate notion! They are awakened from the foolish 
. clream that there is none or but !tttle work. \'Vhatever work one does mu-t 
be done with· alacrity and zeal, in order to make a success of it. S:\wing 
wood, if clone cheerfully, is ennobling to the workman; teaching, if done 
reluctantly and dispiritingly, is not so elevating or honoring. The little boot-
black who shines up the boots and takes a pride in doing his work well, is 
more t9 be honor.ed for the part he takes in improving the understandings of 
his employers than that teacher who pretends to teach and simply occupies 
position. Teach well in whatever position; let the work be thoroughly done, 
and time will bring its reward. The love of what we may earn is not the 
kind of love that ensures success. Love rather the unfolding of the child's 
mind, and work steadily for it-true success will include all other needful 
things. R. 
'HA VE A SPRING CLEANING. 
" The same old tricks are in the wall, 
The ·bell swings to and fro, 
The music's just the same, dear Tom, 
'Twas twenty years ago." 
UNLIKE the ~entiment usually expressed in poetry, the above is true; and the four lines might be multiplied by ten, setting forth similar 
facts, and the description not be exhaustive. Granted that the school build-
ing can neither be thoroughly repaired, nor replaced by a costly new one, 
need it follow that 1tOthing shall be dOlu to put the old one in a little better 
condition? Soap, water, white-wash, and one or two days of labor cost little. 
There are now very simple ways of making blllck-boards. Wmdow-shades 
of common yellow wrapping-paper look better than torn, soiled fragments of 
what was once cloth curtains. Stove:blacking may be bought for a trifle . 
There are always good neighbors, who are willing to lend mops, lJails, rakes, 
hoes, etc. A clean yard is as desirahle as clean walls within. But all these 
things require determination and enthusiasm in some one to start the enter-
prise and afterward push it steadily along, no matter how many or how for-
midahle obstacles may present themselves. Occasionally we meet a teacher 
who does just such work, but more frequently we find the teachers and pupils 
doing Itothiltg to better their surroundings, and instead, offering to all who 
may visit their unattractive rooms excuses made principally from their people's 
~e1fishness and their own poverty. 
And, by the way, has not this plea of teachers' poverty been repeated un-
til it has lost its meaning? There are excellent teachers, who have b.en 
years in the ranks, whose success equals in every way their associated "Pro-
. foss'o;"s," who continue to receive the merest pittances. There are others-
and they are by far the more numerous-who enter the profession with no 
special preparation, whose efforts are largely experimental, who receive little 
if any less than those who have borne the burden and heat of the day. 
These are always foremost in complaining. They have neither comforts for 
themselves nor charities for others. Thev cannot evm a/!o~d an education-
al jot~rnal. 
WHO IS TO BLAME? 
WAS there ever a school-building of many rooms, havmg halls in charge of primary teachers, where there was not trouble? Pupils of the 
higher grades must -go through the same passage-ways with the younger ones, 
_perhaps a thousand pupils are in daily attendance ' in all departments. 
There must be system in the incoming and outgoing, and somebody must 
know that the system or plan is carried out. A successful principal or super-
intendent knows that his duty is occasionally in these halls and pasiage-ways, 
seeing personally to the conduct of the older pupils. We have hear.d of 
.. men in authority" who require their lady assistants to stand guard in cold 
passage-ways, no matter how inclement the weather, while they are comfort-
ably seated at their own desks. Men there are too who expect thei r lady as- , 
sistants to govern in the class-room, but who consider it in some way a re-
flection on their own powers should they notice a fault or make a correction 
when the head of the establishment is in command. And, strange as it may 
seem, these same principals a,re often in a state of wonder that their .assist-
ants have any trouble, or ever should break in on their ease and .quiet byap-
.peals for \lelp. 
BE BRIEF. 
TH~ one ~hing .that has caus~d Ill.nrc r"or mathematicians than any other IS the Idea m the teacher s mmd that in order to make a point plain he 
must say all he can .01.1 th~ subject. Thi~ is a delusion, and a most egregious 
one, too. I~ explatntng tdeas that we Wish ~o convey to the pupil, we should 
clothe them m as few words as possible ; and those words should be clear 
concise, and .direct to the point. This fault of which I speak is by no mean~ 
confin.e~ to teachers; our text-books are full of it. To illustrate, I will give 
an ongmal and short proof o f ,[ problem which, in Rohinson's Geometry, 
covers over two pages (Theorem 16, Book 2): 
Parallelograms /tavi1~r ~,,"al altitudes are t " each ot/ttl' a.r their bases. 
Let ABC D and 
F G H K,. he two par-
allelograms, in 
whi ch the altitudes 
E]) and L K, are 
equal. Then we are 
to prov"" that ABC 
D:FGHK::AB: 
FG. As in either 
couplet the ratio is 
one, AB :AB::FG 
: FG. Reversing 
the means, A B : FG 
: :AB:FG; multi-
plying by D E = 
KL, AB:FG::.ABXOE:FGXKL, orABXDE: FGXKL::AB:FG. The 
two first quanttttes are each the measure of the given parallelograms· hence 
the theorem. " ' 
. The t.ruth thus arriv~d at, though in itself of minor importance, is a striking 
11Iustr~tlOn of the one Idea I wish to convey-b1·evity. - Long and useless ex-
plan~tlOns the teacher should make it his or her duty to simplify as much as 
pOSSible. ARGUS. 
OUTLINE OF A "CONVERSATION" FOR THE GRAMMAR GRADE. 
ANNOUNCE that the topic for the coming day is ca~chi'I'; colds. . . Ha~e s?m~ one ~xplain as well as he or she can the use of the per-
spIratIOn, ItS aId m makmg us cool, and in carrying off impuritie~ from the 
system. . 
Draw a si~ple figure to_ explain the pers'piratory glands. 
Call attentIOn to the pores of the skin . 
. Have given the effects produced by cold draughts of air on the moist 
skm. 
Expl~in "cold in the head," .. sore throats," "lung difficulty," and 
" pleUrISY·" 
Talk about simple remedies, such as " vapor baths," "hot foot baths," and 
warm H teas." 
Do not forget to discuss at length the duty we o~ve to ourselves and others 
to keep well. Name carefully prevelltions as better than cures. . 
The condition"of the system when most liable to bad .effects from exposure, 
e~c. Cleanliness a necessity if we would have health. Exercise a duty of 
girls no less than boys. Pure air something we cannot do without. 
Kindergarten Department. 
PROF. W. N. HAlLMAN has made a visit to the kindergartens of St. Louis, and spea~s in high praise of their chll,racter and work. He says 
.. The work done at these kindergartens is all that can be asked under even 
more ~avorable circumstances, and all"ys the fears of the friends of kinder-
gartenmg concerning the sudden and extensive introduction of the system into 
our public schools. In most of them I found the true kindergarten atmos-
phere, the true spirit of Frceb~1. Language is inadequate to describe this, 
but if YOll have once felt and appreciated it-its be:1utiful simplicity and its 
life·giving cheerfulness-you will never fail to recognize it whenever and 
wherever you may chance to meet it. You will see it in the free alacrity witli 
which the children obey, or even anticipate, th~ wishes of the kindergartner, 
in the tender sympathy with growing childhood that endows her words and 
movements with a strange charm; you can see it in the eager looks and hear 
it in the eager words with which they greet new knowledge or announce new ' 
discoveries and inventions, in the gen~ro1l5, unselfish interest which they mani-
fest in the success of their playmates; you will hear it in the cheerful hum of 
life that proceeds from these growing germs of humanity-a most beautiful 
"music of the future." Above all, you will see it in that perfect organic or-
der which is still a mystery to the pedant of the school, which, while it gives 
full play to the impulses of each individual, does not permit disturbance of 
the whole; an order as different from the rectilinear, strllight-jacket routine 
of the school as a human being is from a machine, or life from death. 
.. All the~e manifestations of the true Frcebel spirit greeted me more or Tess 
impressively in al1.the kindergarteDs I visited, except one, which stands out in 
sickening relief as a warning example Of the wretched results to which kin-
dergartening will lead in the hand~ of the 'machinist.' 
"Superintendents of schools, trustees, teachers, do not fail to visit this Mecca 
of the 'new education;' go and see for yourselves, not the errors of your 
ways, bu'! the charms of the new road; and if you are the man or woman I 
take you to be, yo,u will return with the determination burning in your heart 
to secure for the children intrusted to your care the inestimable blessings of 
the kindergarten." 
I 
/ 
/ 
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Notes. 
GENERAL.-A circular from the well-known publishin~ house of Wilson, Hinkle & Co., Cincinnati, announces the dissolution of the partnership here 
to fore existin~, and the formation of a new firm under the name of Van Ant-
werp, Bragg & Co. The names of the new co-partners are Lewis Van Ant-
werp, C. S. Bragg, Henry H. Vail, Robert F . Leaman; .A. Howard- Hinkle, 
Harry T. Ambrose. Wilson and Hinkle, of the old firm, both retire. The 
firm of Wilson, Hinkle & Co., was probably as extensive.1y and as favorably 
known throughout the country as any other firm of schoul book publishers. 
Their enterprise in advertising, and the efficiency of their agents in the west-
ern states, combined to secure for them the very general lise of their publica-
tions in all p,uts of the United States. Much of this success has been due to 
the wise and energetic labors of Mr. C. S. Bragg, who has had the ~eneral 
superintendence of the a~encies. We doubt not that the new firm wi1l con-
tinue to display the same energy and liberality, and persistently decline to 
publish any but the ~ery best books.-e-Supt. S. M. Leete, of La Crosse 
county, Wis , writes to us as follows: "I have just finished my spring exam-
ination of tellchers,-have had a general sifting. Out of ninety-seven applI-
cants only th irty-three or four obtained certificates. This raises quite a breeze 
among the wot~/d·b~ I~aclurs and their friends. But we need a different or-
der uf thin~s, and I am determined to license none who are incompetent. 
Incluse~ you will see thS notice I gave of examinations. The girls and boys 
who have been d~iln through the 'rillwutic had fair notice that they were 
not likely to obtain certificates unless they were qualified. And, on the 
whole, I do not think there is much complaint of the rigidness of the exam-
inations. Of course some who have failed growl, 'but it was ever thus.''' 
We commend Supt. Leete's course most heartily. It is becoming' a nuusity 
for the salvation of our public schools.--Read the an-
nouncement of a summer sch,pol of science in our Ohio de-
partment. Application should be made as early as May 20th.--
The University of Kentucky is just now afflicted, like the University ofMichi-
gan, by a fermentation among its faculty and executive officers, which must 
seriously impair its prosperity for the ~oming year. John' B. Bowman, the 
Regent, smiled at the oraers of the Executive Committcre of the Board of Cu-
rators, and paid no further heed to them, whereat the Committee resolved him 
. out of office, during his absence from town, and on his return, he further. 
smiled and sai<i he held his office without the consent of the Executive Com-
mittee, and should continue to do so. And so the fight goes on.--Massachu-
setts has an association of classical and high school teachers, at a recent meet-
ing of which an important step was taken toward the organization of an edu-
catioual publishing society. A joint stock society is to be formed, with a 
capital of $2.500, which shall, as soon as $1,000 has been subscribed, proceed 
to establish an euucational library or reading-room in Boston, and enter upon 
the publicatiun of the hest works on educational subjects. The following 
gentlemen wcre appointed to arr.lnge tbe details an(1 'perfect the plans for 
such a society: J. D . Philbrick, Larkin Dunton, A. P. Stone, D. B. Hagar, 
Merrick Lyon, B. G. Northrop, J. F. Bartley, J. W. Simonds, C. C. Rounds. 
--The fnter· O((an recently contained an excellent editorial on "Why 
American Workmen Excel." It is very well summed up in this expression, 
"It is the trained intelligence of our artisan classes that gives such efficiency 
to their services, and causes them so greatly to excel."--At a recent mass 
meeting in Utah, 'iln amendment was "roposed disfranchising those who con-
tinue in polygamy, and it is claimed this would work out a speedy and thor-
ough reform. There is a good deal of agitation on the subject, and the new 
movement is very popular. It is to be hoped that some measure will be ' 
adopted to purge the nation of so foul a stain. 
LITKRARY.-\Ve have received the first Dumber of the second volume of 
the Spirit '0/ Arkansas, a wide-awake and enterprising weekly paper, devoted 
t~ the material intercrsts of Arkansas ,and the ~outhwest. It is published at . 
Little Rock by W. A. Webber. We are glad to see in the Spirit an educa-
tional department, edited by Hon. G. W. Hill, State Superintendent of 
Public Instruction.--We have received several numbers of The 
Scnoolmaster, (London; England: W. Shellard Latham, Manager), 
and welcome 'it as one of the most 'valuable of our educational exchanges. It 
is.a weekly newspaper and advertiser, and claims to be "the only weekly paper 
devoted to the interests of the scholastic profession"-in Great Britain, we 
presume. It is filled, to overflowing, with educational reports and general 
intelligence, and frequently appears with a_supplement. It is neither stitched 
nor trimmed, and is printed on cheap paper of a dirty, cream-colored tint. 
Our subscribers would consider themselves imposed upon if we should dress 
the WEEKLY in such a style. But the price of Th~ Schoo/master is corre-
spondingly low-only 6s. 6d. per year by mail.--Another of our foreign 
exchanges is The frish SeI,OO/ Magazine (Dublin: R . M. Chamuey), which 
is printe'd in better style than the London journal, but is yet too young to be 
compared in other resp~cts with the latter. It furnishes a great deal of valu-
able assistance to young teachers, as well as some well-edited pages of a 
literary character. 
Johmon's New Univ~rsa/ Cyclopedia. A scientific and popular treasury 
of aseful knowledge. (New York: A. J . Johnson & Son.-Chicago agent: 
C. G. G. Paine, box 235. Volume third of this great work is before us, and 
a careful examination proves that it more than sustains the high promise of 
its predecessors. The eminent editors-in ·chief needed not to declare, as they 
have done in the preface to this volume, that "they have been constantly ex-
erting themselves more and more strenuously to accomplish in the most , 
thorough manner the design originally proposed te;> themselves." The fact 
becomes obvious in an examination and comparison of the volume with those 
previously issued. The same severe conciseness, combined with compre-
hensiveness of statement, is everywhere apparent. Many subjects of impor-
tance have been treated with greater fulness than is really necessary in a mere 
compendium of facts. The scope of the work has been extended so as to 
embrace many thousand topics more than are to be found in any other work 
of its class, while no topic of especially American interest has been allowed to 
pass by un~oticed. 
This volume, opening with" Litchfield" and closing with the last title 
under the letter R., comprises . within its scope many of the most important 
topics \vithin the entire range of literature, science, history, and biography. 
Among the subjects which are exceptionably well treated, we note: Light-
houses; Lighthouse Illumination and Construction; Lightning; Statute of 
Limitations; Logic; Magic Squares; Magnetism; The Operations Qf Money 
Coinage; Morphology; Musie; Naval Architecture; Normal Schools; Os-
teology; Paper Manufacture J Petroleum, etc. Many of these articles are 
admirably illustrated, while everyone withi!l the covers of the volume con-
tains all that is necessary to be known by ninety-nine persons out of a hundred 
who have occasion to consult a cyclopedia. 
Any family possessing this work is furnished with a respectable library; and 
we know of no investment of an equal amount for book~, that will prove more 
profitable than the purchase of this magnificent work. 
Chicago Notes. 
Prof. JAMES HANNAN, Chicago. 
THE statement that the large number of promotions reported for l~st ~ear is due, or principally due, or largely due to the abolition of examlllatlOns 
in m~sic and drawing is about as wild and mischievous and misleading as 
anything that has been published 011 the matter. These facts are submitted to 
a candid world: 
I. No pupil h.1S ever been "kept back" in the public school; of Chicago 
becaus~ he . could n,)t sing. No reasonable request to be excused from the 
lessons in music has ever been refused. , 
2. No time for other study has been saved to any pupil by the abolition of 
the~e examinations, up to. the beginning of the present tenu. All pupils in 
the room gave attention to the lesson in music while it was in progress. 
3. No less time has been given to music in the schools since the examina-
tions were abolished than before. -
4. The only effect of the abolition of these examinations has been to de-
prive both teacher and pupils of the stimulus to thorough work which the 
examination always gives. 
5. Examinations in these branches would not tend to keep children . back, 
but, on the contrary, would raise their averages, and thereby promote a con-
siderable percentage of pupils who now fail. When these examinations were 
under discussiun a year or two ago, the writer examined the records of his 
own school on the question with these results: The record of 125 consecutive 
examinations, extending over a period of two yea~s, and resulting in 2,176 _ 
promotions, showed a general average in reading of 89; writing, 87; spell-
ing, 86; drawing, 83; music, 82; and arithmetic, 78. Wherefore, the pass-
ing average being less than 80 in most cases, the drawing an,l music helped, 
on the whole, to raise the average of those examined, and thereby increased 
. the number pf promotions. 
May 3, 1877] The Educational Weekly. 
Correspondence. 
WHAT IS GENDER? 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
GENDER is not sex; nor IS It "the distinction of sex." Sex belongs solely t? ~nimals; and every animal is either male or female,-:not mas-
culine or femllllne. But gender belongs to w0rds; and every noun IS mascu-
line, feminine, or neuter,-never male or female. And .as personal pronouns 
r"present nouns, they also have gender. Hence the thud person ha, three 
iI,rms, he, she, and ,it, simply to distinguish the genders of the nouns for which 
they stand. And hence the rule of agreement in gender-found 'in all lan-
guages; that is, every noun must be represented by a pronoun of the same 
gender with itself. 
If usage allowed some nouns, as it does in Latin, to be referred to indiffer-
ently by pronouns differing in gender, then such nouns, having different gen-
ders ~ithout regard to sex might allow of DOUB~L as the name of their 
gender. But if sex be involved, as in pm-ent, teacher, &c., and the gender 
changes with t~e sex, then grammari.ans often u~e COM~lON as the gender-
name. But neIther of these names IS necessary m Enghsh; for, as we have 
no common-gender pronoun, a speaker, if he knows the sex and wants to tell 
it will naturally, if not necessarily, use he or she, accordmg as a male or 
f~male person is referred to. But If the sex be unknown or disregarded, 
the speaker must say he of a person, even though it be a woman; for 
person-names in English, not distinctive of sex, are all grammatically mascu-
line except child, infant, and baby; and these are neuter. If 'you say to me, 
"My aged parent died yesterday," and I ask you, "What ailed Itim ?" I 
speak correctly, even if the death-was that of a mother. And it would be 
both superfluous and inelegant to say" What ailed him or her?" 
Man; as a generic term, includes woman. And though grammatically 
masculine it ha~ no reference whatever to sex. If I say, "Man is mortal;' and 
lu knows that he mu,t die," every woman knows that she, too, is meant. And 
every scholar knows that there is here no need of adding she to the masculine 
pronoun he,in ord~r to include woman. And jus~ so all other person-names, 
which like man, mclude hoth sexes, are grammatIcally masculine' as "The teache~'s profession is honorable; and he ought to magnify Itis offide. ' 
Here to duplicate the pronOlll1 would be to spoil the sentence. For the 
wo'rd teacher is h~re gene.ralized into an abstract ter~, and all thought of sex , 
and of individuality, too, IS lost. But gender remams. And I must use he 
and not she or it as a r~ferring pronoun; and simply because teacher, regard: 
less of sex, is a masculine noun. And the same gender remains even when I 
say more specifically, "I don't .know t~e teacher o.f ~o. 2, but he does good 
work, for my children, are fast Improvmg under Ittm. 
Now this language IS correct whether No.2 be a man or a woman. In-
deed; it is right even though I k.now th~ sex to be fen~ale, provided I either 
wish to hide the sex or mean to Ignore It and merely WIsh to praise the teacher 
(or mther the teaching) and not the woman. If, however, I wish to tell the 
sex, as well as to praise the work, I must change my h: and him to she and 
her_ And now the gender of both noun and pronoun IS no longer merely 
grammatical, founded on the form and on the generic idea of the noun but 
has become natural and logical, founded specifically on sex. ' 
Thus phy, iology sometimes rules the gender in grammar-always, indeed, 
_ when sex i, specifically referred to, as arithmetic usually rules the number. 
And yet grammar has its own laws, and it asserts them whenever it pleases; 
and though inflection or the form of a word has much to do with number and 
sumewhat with gender, yet form does not always give these properties; and 
much less is form one and the same thing with the property. A word may 
change its number without changing its form,-often does,-and may even 
change its grammatical number without any arithmetical or logical change. 
And so it may change its gender without any change of sex. 
BLOOMINGTON, IND., April 9, 1877. ' 
To THE EDITOR U~- THE WEEKLY: 
M. M. CAMPBELL. 
This discussion on "Sex" or "Gender" bids fair to become rather an excit-
ing one, from present indications. In NO. 9 appeared an article, "I-Ie and 
She," which presented some homely truths and gave a few thrusts at the pres-
ent methods of expression as r~g:mls t.he :'pplic~tion or use of distinctive pro-
nouns. In No. 12 we find a commUl1lCatlUn US1l1g all the texts, and settling 
matters pretti conclusively, apparently; which article is, to say the least a 
very ingenious one, albeit there may be differences of opinion as to the settie-
ment, as in "No. 14" we find. 
... M. M. C." affirms that "the law for the sexification of inanimate things 
goes deeper into the physiology of sex than text-books have ever told us, etc." 
-yet, in the very first instance he quotes, viz., "sun vs. moon," it is an estab-
lished fact that the distll1ction is simply a matter of language; since. if the 
English give us a masculine sun, the German, just as conclqsiveiy, give us a 
feminine one! Query: In this case, what shall be done 'with the masculim 
moon who first receives his (?) 'light ab extra and then sends it forth? 
The old conundrum, 'IWhy is a ship called she?" and its tantilizing an-
swer, "Because her rigging costs more than her hull," may be very true-but 
then, that being admitted, as well as all other definitions, why not stick ,to the 
letter of the text, and apply .feminine names ? As "M. M. C." dashes over 
this so conclusively, I will only say, en passallt, that the "Martha Washing-
ington" might be as reliable a name for· a sturdy vessel a.~ the" George Wash-
ington," and then there woulJ be no paradox as to her receivmg her arma-
ment! 
If it were worth, while to look at all th.i~ from its comical side, we should 
see at a glance that this correspondent makes tremendous concessions; since, 
when gU1tS and carts, and kettles have been summarily disposed of as decidedly 
feminine from the nature of thing", he (?) tells us that a clock or a watch is so 
much in analogy with the feminine, we instinctively and naturally make it a 
female, "as it holds within its case the hidden and ab·extra-received ma-
chinery that measures off its hours for man"-and, to continue the analogy-
he always goes by it (or shottld). 
Grammarians have a great deal to do with the establishing of forms of ex-
pression, but custom has as much. Some we find grave fault with, whIle 
others remain fixed facts . ' 
In the matter of boots, for ill3tance, custom has never taught us to enquire 
for "female boots"-if it had, how degraded uur stalwart citizens would feel 
to be obliged to wear them! And as for kites, should they be feminine be-
c.ause it is their mission to soar aloft? No, seriously, though other possibili-
tIes are conceded, I can see no reason, from "M. M. C.'s" standpoint, which 
would seem to warrant this. 
With regard to the epicene names-snake, worm,jlea, though they may all 
be too comlJlon, yet "it" will do to classify them as neuter. A careful reading 
of the article in question, in No. 12, will exemplify my points. 
But all bantering aside, I cannot see why, in teaching our scholars the 
proper use of language, we may not establi;;h a code which shall consist only 
and entirely of "he," "she," and "it,"-and apply it severely, too ;-"he" 
for males, "she" for females-using them positively as personal pronouns, 
and applying them only to Ii"ing creatures-while we, as severely, insist upJ n 
"£I," when referring to inanitnate th ings. 
Why may !lot an elegant form of phraseology be developed even in every 
day use, as well as one which borders upon a familiarity too often reprehen-
sible, and which, at best, places the matter of sex upon too free and full a 
foo ting? . 
There is a great deal to this when we come to think of it, and it seems to 
me it will become, if indulged 111, but one nlore mean; towards a not-to-be-
desired end in the future . When text, books in grammar come into the hands 
of the advanced pupils, it will be time enough to enlarge upon the difference 
between "sex" and "gender," and the opening mind will then he able l,) dis-
cern correctly. In the meantime, we have to lament many things by which 
the rising generation is led toward-; a too light estinlate of " she." 
\>Vould It not, then, be as well to let a "boot" be a boot, and when "it" is re-
ferred to, correct the child who should designate it as ' he would Itis mother! 
And so with any other inanimate thing. 
T o come down to the fine point, if "M. M. C.'s" analysis is absolutely 
proper, then, looking the WIde world over, one might well be startled at the 
infin ite preponderance of the feminine element everywhere. If "'0 have 
and to hold" means femininity, then what is. exempt, even to a much larger 
list than was obj <.'cted to in the opening article of this series? Co P. M. 
THE ACQUISITION OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES. 
To THE EDITOR OF THE WEEKLY: 
'I w~s very much interested in the readingol Pwr. 'Lodeman's letter, published 
111 the last nnmber of the 'WEEKLY. I fully endorse Prof. Lbdeman's 
views on the teaching of modern languages, and would like to add that per-
sonal experience, in what is called the Sauveur and Heness method of teach-
ing languages, has given just such. results as are pointed out it! the letter re-
ferred to. Of course, the pupils did talk with great cOI'.fidmce >' but what 
talk! I woulp further state that it has been my lot tl) have one of Mr. Sau-
veur's own pupils in one of my advanced classes, and that the student to 
whom I refcr soon found hi, proper place in the recitation,room, when co,,-
versation had been made seriously amalia o.f study by those in the same 
class who had previously mastered the general principles of the language. 
During lhe first 'week or_ so, the student who could speak i 'i'm el. was very 
much annoyed that English was used as a medium oi' teachi ng, and would 
invariably give French (?) answers to questions put to him in Engli:;h. A 
little later, when the grammar of the laqguage had been reviewed, French 
conversaliun was introducd as a part o.f the lessoIJ, i. e., requirin . .: correctiolls. 
His confidence gradually failed him, anJ, at the end uf three months, it be-
came almost impussible to obtain a Frcn.m answer from him. This is very 
easily accountect for . When he ventured to speak French, not blising his 
sentences on a klwwledge of the lan;:uage, the other meml>ers of the cla.,s, by 
this time somewhat familiar with French 'conversation, wvuld correct him in 
E';-mclt. 
After having read the paper referred to (The Acq~isition o.f Foreign £an-
guagcs, No. 13 ), I intended to discuss. the question of /JeW and old methods 
at length; but 1 have given up the idea, feeling confident that Prof. Lode-
man's letter has thrown sufficient light on the whole subject. 
Allow me, however, in conclusion, to give a few illustrations Of mere 
practi{'al aeq~til'e1llent of ,modern langu:tges: ~tuJent of English No. 1.-" Did 
it rai,. to-morrow?" (with great confidence, of course). Stlldent No. 2-
.. Yes, it was." Student of French language No. I. -" Etes vous .fame?" 
meant ~or "Avez VOltS .faim ? " . Student No. 2.-" Ftmme vous' lIll lllt: >' je 
suis masculilte I,'endre ,." meant for" Femme vous-m~me; je suis du g em'e 
masculi,..' , Student of the German language No. I.-Icn sag Sie gttt da-
.fur," meant for" Ich sage Ihnen d"fiir gut." Student No. ,2.- Ya. es ist 
miclt selt,. gut,. " probably meant for" Ya'es schmeckt mir sehr gut." 
The above English sentences need no comment. The French and German 
sentences plainly show tha~ the questions alld answers, both incorrect have 
no reference one to the other. This, I believe, must occur very fre'qently 
when modern language are acqui1'ed (?) by the so-callc:d ~zatural method. 
, Believe mel etc., _ 
UNlVERSlTY OF MlCHlGAN, April 27, 1877. ALFRE? HENNEQUIN. 
I 
" 
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STATE DEPARTMENTS : 
To D[YORS: 
Cnli/orll;a.' JnANNn C. CAnn, Deputy Slate Supt . PubHc lnst . , Sacramento. 
('IJ/o,'IlI(o : Han. J. C. SHA1'TUCK, State Supt. Public Instruction. Denver. 
/01U": j . M. DIlAltMONO, Principal Gr:lmmar School NO.5, Davenport. 
""YlIllIrky: Dr. J. II R fi Y NOL.US, Prtncip:11 Th ird \Vard School, Louisville. 
III,"lIo/s: Prof. JOHN \V . COOK, Illinois Normal University. Norma1. 
'~Iiclllira,,: Prof. Lnwls Mc LoUTH, Slate Norma l School, Ypsilanti . 
[lldiana: J. n. RonR"TS, Principal HIgh School, Indianapolis. 
~V;SCD"Si;l : ]. Q. EMERY, Supt. l)ublic Schools. Fort Atkinson. 
Alinnesoltl. : O. V. TOUSL1!Y, Supt. Public Schools, Minneapolis. 
J)akota: W . M. BRISTOLL, Supt. Public Schools, Yankton. 
Ohio: R. W. STnvnNsoN, Supt. Public Schools, Col'umbus. 
N,6raskn.' Prof. C. B. PALMER, State University,Lincoln. 
CHICAGO, MA Y 3, I877. 
Iowa. 
PROF. IRA C. K LING, the popular and efficient Supt. of Schools of Cerro Gorel" county, has been appointed Deputy State Supt. of Public Jnstruc-
tion.--The excellent article which appeared in the issue of April 5th, com-
memorative' of the life and faithful services of the late Samuel !J. Howe, was 
written by Prof. Benj. F . Stow, of Hillsboro, Henry county. Due ·credit 
should have been I:iven at the time. The on.ission, however, was a mistake 
for w.hich the state editor is not responsible.--Miss Brechbill, teacher of 
mathematics in the Marshalltown High School, has !)een offered a position in 
one of the MinnesOia normal schools, at a salary of $1,000. Miss B. is an 
excelle~t teacher, and her Marshalltown friends will be sorry to lose her.--
The thIrd annual commencement of the Monticello High School took place 
March 30th . Twelve young ladies and gentlemen, having finished the course 
prescribed by the Board of EdUcation, received their dipl omas. Miss Carrie 
Dunham was the valedictorian of the c1ass.--We learn that under the ef-
ficient management of Pro!. W. ~. Colby, the Avoca public schools are doihg 
excellent work. Prof. Colby is an earnest, energetic worker, and does noth-
ing without doing it well.--The ' Potlawottamie County Normal In~titute 
will be held at Council Bluffs in August. Prof. Gow, of Council Bluffs, has 
been secured as conducto~, and Prof. and Mrs. W. M. Colby, of Avoca, are 
retained as instructors.--Monticello recently voted to issue bonds for the 
erection of a $14,000 school house.--The new School Board or Pella has 
reduced the wages of teachers, who are receiving the munificent salary of 
$30 a month, to $25. TVat is wise economy! Now, there is that misguided 
San Francisco.Board that is increasing the salaries of school teachers. Princi-
pals 'bf Grammar Schools now receive $225 per month. But let us return to · 
Pella.--Over 100 teachers attended the Chicasaw County Normal Institute. 
OPINIONS FOR A~RIL, 1877. 
I. Bonds voted under the provisions of section 1821 may be sold and is-
sued as the necessities of the independent district require; but cannot be 
made ayailable for Ihe purchase of school-house si tes. . 
2. There is no provision for a special meeting of the electors of a dis-
tricl township. The only meeting provided for by law is held on the second 
Mo.lday in March, and all actions at special meetings are illegal. 
3. The secretary of the board of directors, unless he is a notary public or 
other civil officer qualified to administer oath., cannot administer the oath 
to sub·dlTectors. A sub·director, whether holding over or elected, can ad· 
minister the oath o( qualification hy section 1790. 
4. Business done.by the new board of directors on the second Monday of 
March is void, because their term of office does not begin until the third 
Monday of March. All such business done, inclUding the reorganization, 
should be reenacted at a subsequent meeting to make it legal. 
.5. The number of votes cast for a school-house tax is immatenal, pro-
vided such number is a majority af all votes cast upon the subject of a tax. 
6. WHen the treasurer is chosen from the members of the board under sec-
tion 1721 or 1802, his cea~ing to be a member of the board in March does 
not terminate his relation as treasurer of the district until September fol-
. lowing. . 
7. Depositing a letter in the postoffice without further proof that such letter 
reached the party addressed is not a legal notice as required by section 1793, 
to secure the payment of tuition on the part of an adjoining district. 
8. The electors have no power to authorize the loan of school funds. 
Code 1873, section 3908. 
9. Frequent inquiries are made of this department concerning the power of 
the board over the studies to be pursued by the pupils. The rulings of the 
courts have always been in favor of the ultimate power of parents to deter-
mine the studies to be pursued by their ohildren. SujJrmu Court Report 
XXXv., p. 59. Illinois SUjJ1e1fle C(iUrt decided the same last summer; not 
yet reported. Our own court shows its bias in!. Iowa, page 359, m the follo~­
ing language: "That the father has a right to the care and cu~tody of h~s 
minor children, and to superintend their education'and nurture, I'; •. proposI-
tion that does not admit of controversy." 
10. Whenever a treasurer receives, aside from his salary, any money or 
other valuable consideration for t he use of the money in his hands as treas-
urer, he violates the law and is amenable to the provisions thereof. Code 
1873, section 3908. C. W. VOK C(}:ll.EN, . 
DES MOINES, April 20, 1877. Supt. 1\ !lJ! IC r",;tructlOn. 
Kentucky. 
"1'EACIIERS shuuld keep well posted on educatiol1:l1 nutters. Anyone 
who pretends to teach, and does not read an education~1 paper or jour-
nal, is not availing himself uf one of the most important means of success 
within his e~sy reach. T~ teachers as a class arc unable to defend them-
selves or the system under which they. are working, anu are frequently com-
pelled to endure misrepresentation when they should be thoroughly posted 
on all the details of school management and orgamzation.--How to pre-
vent tardiness is a problem sca.rcely less important than how to secure at- ' 
tcndance. In fact, unnoticed tardiness is frequently the beginning .of ab-
sence and ruin to the school interests of a pupil. A pupil who is continually 
tardy is usually behind in everything else-in his lessons, in his dt;portme.nt. 
He becomes discouraged and easily persuades his parents that 'he IS learmng 
nothing at the school, and would be doing some good working where ?e 
could earn something. Look after the tardy ones, teachers, and yo.u Will 
have less absence to complain of. Cure habits of tardiness in a pupil, and 
he will have great reason to bless you all. the remainder of his life.--We 
learn that the chief officer of the Signal Service has appoinled Forest Acad-
emy, near Louisville, as a station for observation, and a regu.lar staff has 
been organized ,among the students to make daily meteorological r~ports. 
The academy has recently acquired very extensive philos.ophlcal apparatus, 
and in obtaining the services of Prof. Tobin has given satisfactory as!ourance 
of its determination to be abreast of the best, and to wait for none.- . -To 
school commissioners: Don' t put off engaging your institute help until you 
open the institute. 'Twill then be too late to get the bcst, and the dlff~rence 
between a good live institute and a poor one is beyond the comprehen~lO~ of 
those who have never attended good institutes. J. B. Reynolds, LO~lsvllle, 
will do institute work in July and August. Write soon if you want hml.--
Whitney's Essmtials 0/ Englisl, Grammar. Boston: pinn & Heath.-It 
would seem almost impossible to wnte another and a dlffe.rent grammar of 
the English language, but it has really been done. The object of the author 
seems to. have been to furnish. a good class· ~o.ok rather than a rere.rence gram-
mar; and we miss the synoptlcal tables and hsts. He does not Improve the 
manner of treating gender of nouns, but does present somt; very valuable 
ideas on the verb, seldom found in school gramn .ars. He gives two names 
Jor each of the cases subjecfive or nominative, p' sessive or genitive, ~nd .ob . . 
jective or accusative . . Better to hav~ omitted th~ ~'u'p.licate n.ames subJ~ctl~e, 
genitive, and accusative. The subject of the \1!1!1 :ltlve IS 111 the objective 
form, if a pronoun, and yet it bears a subjective Iplation to the. verb, and 
hence is in the subjective or nominativecase. There is less occasIOn for the 
names genitive and accusative than for subjective. The general plan: of the 
book is ex~ellent; the paper heavy and well-calen ]'Tcd, and the pnnt and 
binding beautiful. 
Wisconsin . 
TH E Monroe Teachers' Association, of which Prof. N. ~. Twining is president, and W. D. Bridge, secretary, continues to hold ' its regular 
sessions.--Referring to Prof. C. G. Titcom, who has recently' removed .to 
Iowa City, the Janesville Gazette says : "For nearly twelve years Prof. Tlt-
com has been a residenLof Janesville. During that tim" he has won ~he re-
spect of a multitude of friends. He has also gained an enviable reputatIOn as a 
pianist. He is regarded as one of the most skillful in the state, and this by no. 
means is an over· estimate of his strength. There arc but few who are his 
equals, and· none who are his superiors."--Supt. Bright, of Waupaca, says 
through the columns of the RljJublican .that Principal Jlurnham is doing a 
splendid work for the Waupaca school. An acquaintance with Prof. Burn-
ham, gained during a four weeks' institute, left the impression that he is .a 
man of rare and unusual abilities.--An admirable educational column IS 
that in the River Falls Press,). W. Gordon and S. A. Farnsworth, editoi;>. 
From that column of the Press, the following is copied: "The teachers of 
Pierce counly have held fifteen associations during the past year, and a good 
deal of interest has been manifested by superintendents and teachers. Many 
'thanks to our Normal School brethren and sisters for tbeir zeal in the work." 
--Prof. Earthman is writing a series of suggestive articles for the River 
Falls Prus, on the subject of Geography.-- Supt. Baker, in the River Falls 
70 Ii':'za/, says: "Why not teach constitution upon the same principle that is 
adnulted to be the only true one in primary geography? In the latter th€f 
order of subjects is as follows: School-room, play-ground, district, to~n, 
c~unty, state, and country. In the former take the family first, then !he dis-
tnct, town, county, state, and country. The examin:ttions reveal that teach-
ers .know more of the 'appellate jurisdiction' of the Supreme Cout:t of the 
Umted States than of the duties of assessor and town clerk. Ma~y accuse 
. , 
, 
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the assessor of taxing people."--The Geneva Lake H erald gives the fol-
lowin '" information, obtained from Supt. Isham : "There are in Walworth 
county two hundred and forty qualified teachers, of which fifteen have full 
state certificates, six have first grade county certificates, ten second grade 
county certificates, and two hundred and nine th ird grade county certificates. 
The schools of the county in full blast require the services of one hundred 
and sixty-three teachers, about fifty in the graded schools, and the remainder 
in tbe rural districts.--We are pleased to notice in th" Montello Express an 
account of the Marquette county institute, over the signature of Supt. Older. 
We can 'see h()w much good may be accomplished by county superintendents 
publishing the proceedings of the institutes. Prof. Salisbury was a.ided three 
days by H on. W. H . Chandler . . Supt. Older says that altogether It was the 
most profitable session ever held in the county.--'vVe are in receipt of cer-
tain bianks anti papers from Miss Agnes Hosford, superin tende nt of Eau 
Claire county, whicb clearly indicttte that she fully cO~l1preh ends what is es-
sential to encr~etic, efficient supervision, so far as that IS to be secured under 
tbe county superintendency. I 
~===== 
Illinois. 
rl'h:: Illinois exchanges should be sent to the ed itorol t~s depart ment.J 
ATTENDANCE REPORT FOR MARCH, 18n. 
. PLACE. 
'-o 
'" >. . ~g 
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oCfl 
o 
z 
PRINCIPAI.S . 
~o-,--------;;; 41,348 35,985~ 8407 = J. L. Pi ckar~~--
Belleville,. 20 1,833 1,638 90 226 505 Henry Raab. 
Morri~, 20 643 54885- 2 250 234 M. Waters. 
Amboy, 22 602 510 84-7 100 140L. T. R egan. 
Rocbelle, 20 4.69 42590-7 25 21 7 P. R. Walker. 
Sullivan, 23 333 267 81 J. H obbs. 
Whiteball, 20 23 2 220 94 168 66 E. M. Prindle. 
Marine, 22 221 19590 30 60 Wm. E. Lehr. 
Newton, 22 190 125 - 50 75 J. F. Arnold. 
Newman, 19 185 14477-8 70 44 Allen Waters. 
Huntley, 16 114 104 91 3 42 N. E. Leach. 
ILLI NOIS NORMAL. 
The third week begins witb two hundred and ninety in the Normal De-
partment, and more coming .. The seats are all filled and the .cust?m~ry fringe 
appears about the edges. MISS Wakefield has returned, but IS su ll m feeble 
health. Dr. Sewall has finally concluded to accept the position recently ten-
clere,l him-the presidency of the Colorado State University-and the old 
stullents who return next Septemher will, with sad hearts, miss tbe genial 
'Dootor from his accustomed place. A. C. Butler, after a long absence, reo 
turns to complete the course. T . J . Loar is teaching near Fairbury. Eddy 
Vrown is still at the head of the Decatur High School, and reports a hundred 
and sixty pupils enrolled. A. D. Beckhart will soon enter the ministry. F. 
\V. Conrad is farming in California. The societies are flourishing. MISS 
Stahl of the High Scbool, is president of the Phdadelphian, and Mr. Wyatt, 
of th~ Normal School, of tbe Wrtghtonian. The Wrightonians will eventually 
realize something handsome from "Uncle Sim's" bequest. 
Miss Flora Pennell has been obliged, by tailing health, to leave her position 
in the Elgin High Sch.o0l. Her pupils show:ed their appreciation of ber work ' 
by making her a beautIful present. Supt. KImball expressed deep regret at 
losing her from his corps of teachers, and the Board of Education adopted 
..the following complimentary resolution: Resolved, That the secretary COll)-
municate to Miss Flora PeI)nell, whose resignation has been ~accepted with 
regret, the satisfaction of the Board of Education with the manner in which 
she -bas fulfilled the position of assistant teacher of the Elgin High School, 
and tbe best wisbes of the Board for the speedy recovery of her bealth and 
her resu",ption of the duties of the profession for whicb. tbis Board regard 
her so eminently qualified.--If persons wbo call upon the State Superinten-
dent for d.!cisions of questions that arise, will request an answer through the 
WEEKLY, they will confer a favor upon all concerned.--Tbeieaehers of 
Macon county are endeavoring to establish a teachers' library, to be kept in 
the office of the County Superintendent. The move is a good one.--The. 
annual session of the Champaign County Teachers' Institute will be held in 
August, and will continue four weeks. Supt. Wilson is one of the most 
efficient workers in the state. His institutes are very largely attended, and be 
insists that the work sh"ll be of such a character as to tell directly upon the 
scbool work. W. H .. Powell bas been with him two successive summers, and 
bas produced a marked impression upon the methods of teaching language and 
zoology in that county. Mr. Wilson expects his teaching force to be the same 
as last year.--The second session of the Wenona Normal Institute will open 
JTuly 8th, and continue four weeks. For particulars address H. E. Robbins, 
onica, or J. A. Holmes, Wenona.--Tbe Springfield City Institute was beld 
on the 6tb inst. The teachers were all present. The report of the meeting 
occupies a column in the State Joumal, and ihdicates that Supt. B~ooks has 
inspired his assistants with his own intense enthusiasm.--W: should be 
pleased to receive from each of the cities of the state a report giving the 
bonded indebtednc:ss, the whole number of teachers employed, the average 
attendance of pupIls, the per capita expense, not including interest on tbe ' 
prvperty used. and the per capita expense, including six per cent. interest 011 
the property used, also a statPment . of salaries paid teachers.--The report 
of th" Moline schools is I:eccived, Mr. L . Gregory, principal. The bonded 
debt is $ 18.515. The city contains a school population of 2,123. Of these 
but 858 attend regularly. Such statistics are very unsatisfactory. If the reo 
port showecl the number of persons between the ages of six and sixteen in 
Moline, and the proportion of these who are enrolled in the schools, the data 
would be at hand .from which to derive more ac~urate knowledge of the work 
the schools are dOlllg. Many wumen have a pnmary school of their own be. 
fore they are twenty-one, and most'boys must become· producers before they 
reach their majority. The salaries of assistant teacbers vary from $40 to $82 
per month. Whole amount paid teachers, $ 10,7°4. Entire expense of schools, 
$15,010, making the per capita expense about $1 7.50. The first class, six in 
number, graduated from the High School last June.-A California corre· 
spondent sends the following queries: "Why doe<; Webster's dictionary of 
1875 pronounce the word flecksia, fookzia, and in 1872 it had the comm<ln-
sense pronunciation, flukia ? Why are murderers hung on F riday? Who 
:-viII • r~se and explain? '''--Clark County Teachers' Association held an 
mterest lllg and .profitable meeting at Marshall on Saturday, April 7th.--Tbe 
lecture by PreSident Allen, of 'Vestfield College, on "Our Beltefs," was full 
of thought and material for thought. L. A. Wallace, of Marshall, gave a 
very .exc~llent class exercise in geography and map drawing. Tbe next 
meetmg IS to be at Westfield, first Saturday in May.--L. S. Kilbourn, L. 
A. Wallace, and E. Whipple were appointed to conduct a four weeks' county 
institute, commencing July 23d. The teachers 01 Clark county mean to du 
their best. 
~be State Superintendellt recently wrote commissioner Eaton respecting the 
actIOn of the State Association in relerence to the Paris Exposition, and has 
received the foll owing reply: 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, WASHINGTON, D. C., April 9, 1877. 
S. M. ETTER, ESQ., Superintendent of Public Instruction, SprinCTfield, Ill. : 
SlR-I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 2d inst., ad-
dressed to the Honorahl e John Eaton, Commissioner of Education, in regard 
t? the exhibition of th" work of the schools of lllinois at the Paris Exposi· 
tlon next year, which ha~ been referred to this department. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, F . W. SEWARD, 
Acting Secretary. 
Michigan. 
TH E. St.ate Legislature has refused to pass a~y of the bills for ~ county or dlstnct supenntendency, and the townshIp system must abIde for two 
years longer. The bill for county institutes and one Slate institute once a year 
has passed both houses and been signed by the Governor. The bill lor state 
uniformity of text-books has failed; and the scbool code has been amended 
ill points. of some importance. Very little school legislation is still pending . 
--An mteresting report on tbe University has been made to tbe Legislature, 
malllly el~lbodying a statement by President Angell of the labors performed 
and salanes received by each of the professors and instructors at tbe Univer-
~ity, wit~ the numher of st udents under the instruction of each, such being the 
mfo~matlOn called for by a resolution of the Legislature. The committee 
makIng the report says : "Your committee are satisfied that most of the men 
employed in educational work at the University are diligently and faithfully 
perfonnin~ lhl!ir 'parts and in such manner as to do bonor to both themselves 
an.d the insti tution with which they are identified, and in whicb the people of 
Michigan take so much pride."--The work in the laboratory bas been dis-
tributed among the professors and assist"nts now connected with tbat depart-
ment, no one having been formally appointed to fi ll tbe place of Dr. Douglas. 
Charles ·M. VanCleve, of '73, bas been added to tbe corps of assistants. F. 
. Indiana. 
ONE by one the old prejudices give way. Peru. has abandoned her sep arate school for the half-doien colored children, and there is no longer 
any respect of persons.--Asbury University has adopted the following rule 
in regard to second degrees: .. Henceforth the second degrees will be con-
ferred only on those alumni who make application, aecompanien with the 
diploma fee l$5) and a statement of the applicant's tbree years alumnal 
work; said application to be sent to the secret.lry of the faculty at least four 
weeks before commencement." - The Porter County Viddte, commenting upon 
the new law which lessens the salaries of profe<sors ;n state institutions de-
clares it unwise .to regula te such matters by law, and seriously recomm~nds 
tbat. such positions .be let to the. lowest. bid~er, \yhoever elects or appoints 
havmg power to reject a low bId at . dlscretlon, II made by a person unfit. 
It says tbat .. this is a policy that we .may wisely apply to all salaries and if 
it prove to make some of them higher, we should nut complain." It'is Ull-
derstood that this is the principle th~t pas long been acted upon by some of 
the guardians of our common schools, but its application in tbe filhng of uni-
versity .chairs w~uld certJ.in.ly ha:,e t~e charm o.f novelty.--President E. 
E. White has Withdrawn hIS 'resIgnation, and Will remain at tbe heold of 
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Purduc Un1versity. Tt has been discovered that the r~cently enact~d ~aw 
which was supposed to fix the salaries of the professors III the , s~ate Ill slt~u­
tiom; does not apply to Purdue, and the trustees have assured President White 
that there shall be no reduction in his salary. 
Ohio. 
A SUMMER School of Science will be opened in the Ohio Agricul-tu ral and Mechanical College, Columbus, com~lenc!ng )uly 9t!1, al~d 
continuing four weeks. President Edward Or.ton will g1_~t! lIlstructlon In 
Geology; Prof. 'I' homas C. Mendenhall, in PhysIcs; Prof. SIdney A. Norton, 
ill Chemistry; Prof. Albert H. Tuttle, in Biology, and Prof. Walter S. Good-
nough and others, in Drawing. These ge~tlemen are all .maste.rs of the 
subjt!cts which they propose to teach, and WII! ~e::t .the subjects III a way 
which Will he particularly valuable to teachers. fhl.s IS the first school o~ the 
kind ever held in Central Ohio.--Prof. Bernard BIgsby has recently gIven 
courses of lectures on the subject of Philology, in Cleveland and Columbus. 
The tcachers of both cities have been greatly interested a!1d profited by 
Prof. Bil->'Sby's lectures, atid have voted him on e of the most IIlstructlve and 
entertaining lecturers they have heard for many a day.--. An old. bachelor 
who writes for the low columns of a Sunday paper III thiS state IS waglllg 
war against the public schools on account of their cost and their want ?f 
thoroughness in teaching spelling and read ing. This same man never paid 
one dollar of tax, and was spelled down at a spelling-match by a child trom 
the public schools of ten years of age. Can any other state furnish a similar 
character ?--A bill introduced by Mr. Perkins, "to provide for the pur-
chase of books for use of common schools," has passed the lower house. It 
provides for in viting scaled proposals for furnishing school-books; said books 
t,) be delivered free of co~t for transportation; the proposals shall be sent to 
the Secretary of State, who is requi'red to make a complete list, with price, 
nnd address of publisher, of each book so otrered. These price lists are t6 
he sent to county auditors. who shall supply the boards of edu,cation in their 
respective counties; the boards of education are authorized and required to 
order books from the publishers named, and to sell the same to persons re-
'lniring them at cost. By this act every board of education in Ohio will be. a 
hookseller. It is wholly impracticable, and cannot pass the Senate. Ill. ItS 
prcsent form.--The Twenty-third Annual Report of the State CommiSSIOn-
er of Schools, Hon. C. S. Smart, is uearly ready for distribution. The com-
missioner, after the usual presentation of statistics, discusses normal schools, 
ft-male seminaries, academies, colleges, universities, teachers' institutes, state 
board of examiners, county and local boards, drawing, and the high school. 
He says in reference to the cost of high schools, "Of the 700,000 pupils en-
rolled in the public schools of the state, 24,000, or about three and ooe-half 
per ccnt. are enrolled in the hIgh schools, and not exceeding oO'e-half 
per cent. of those enrolled in the public schools complete the hi~h scbool 
studies or course. There are 23,000 teachers employed in the public schools, 
and these teachers are paid from the public school fund the sum of $5,000,-
000. Of the 23,000 teachers, 700, or about three per cent. of the whole 
number, are employed in the high schools, and the 700 teachers, or three per 
cent. of all, receive $500,000, or ten per cent_ of the entire sum paid to all 
the teachers of the state. There are 13,000 school-houses in the state; 140 
of them. or about one per cent., are distinctively high schools. The whole 
value of school property in the state is, in even numbers, $20.000,000. The 
whole value of the high school property is $3,000,000, or fifteen per cent. of 
the whole value of school property in the state." Mr. Smart attempts to pre-
sent fairly the pro and con of the high school question, but the rea<l,er can 
plain Iy see that he is opposed to hi&h schools. The .above figu~es are as close 
an approximation, I have no doubt, as Mr. Smart could obtam of the cost 
and attendance in the high- schools of the state, and yet it is probably very ' 
far from being correct. Fully three-fourths of the superintendents of t~e state 
act as principals of the high school, and teach from one-half to two-thirds of 
their time; thu~ the money paid for supervision is ad~ed to the expenses ?f 
high school instruction. Again, the building in which the hIgh school IS 
kept is calle<1 the high school hUllding, even when it con~ists of twelve school-
rooms and hut one is occlopied by the high school. Thus the expenses of the 
~.high schools as given in Mr. Smart's report are much above their real cost. 
Dakota. 
THE Sixth and Seventh Annual Reports of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, for the years ending August 31, 1875 and 1876, were sent 
to the Territorial Legislature, at its recent session, as documents accompanying 
the Governor's message, and were published for public information. Previous 
reports have not been printed and are not now readily accessible. Passing 
over the Sixth Report we may notice a few of the revelations of Dakota's 
standing, educationally, as made by the Seventh. After congratulation upon 
the steady progress of the seven years, Superintendent McIntire speaks of the 
special difficulties attendant upon the work. He mentions the scattered and 
irregular settlement of our communities, the mixed population, the inexperi-
ence on the part of settlers, in ~chool matter~, and the want of means to build 
school-houses and employ teachers. Nearly every settled part of our territory 
has been organized into school districts, in which schools are taught during 
some part of the year. In the organized communities, there is olle ~chocil 
district to every thirty children of school age. The statistics are as accurate 
as can be given under existing difficulties, arising from incompetency and 
neglect on the part of district clerks : Number of children of sc~ool age (5 
to 21, excluding the city of Yankton), 9.592; boys, 4,811; gIrls, 4.718; 
number of children enrolled in schools, 4,784; number of school-houses, 208; 
number of teachers, (males 84, females 173,) total, 257; number of organized 
districts, 227; total a.mount raised by taxation for school purposes, $32,422.79. 
The city of Yankton has 867 children of school age, and an enrollment of 
626. It raised for the support of its schools $19,585.29, o~ $6.50 to each. one 
of the entire population. In two years the school populatIOn of the terntory 
has increased by 3,126, and the amount raised ~or the support. of schoo!s by 
$6,000+. The two sections of land, set apart m each townshIp t~ prOVIde a 
state school fund . contribute nothing to the support of our terntonal schools. 
The schools are sustained by voluntary taxation, and the per cent. on property 
for this purpose is much larger than in most of the st.ates. Graded schools 
ex ist at Elk Point, Vermillion, Sioux Falls, and Grayville; Bon Homm.e ami 
Springfield are initiating measures to secure SUC? schools. Yank~on IS the 
only city in the territory w~ich works under an mdepe~de~t legaitzed board 
of education for the regulatIOn and management of theIr city schools. Th.e 
report of this board having already been noticed in the "VEEKLY, the Tern-
torial Superintendent'S remarks on the Yankton schools are passed ?ver. In 
place of an Annual Teacher's Institute, of four or six days, the Supenntende~t 
recommends a Norm\l Institute of six or eight weeks and asks an appropn-
ation of $400 therefor, instead of the one hundred now given, or that a fund 
be created to sustain such a Normal Institute hy charging one dollar each for 
teachers' certificates. He also recommends county teachers' institutes. The 
report concludes with the proceedings of the annual teachers' institute held at 
Vermillion on the 21st, 22d, 23d, and 24th of November, 1876. It was con· 
ducted by Prof. N. E . Goldthwaite, of Boone, Iowa, and had a ful~er attend-
ance than any previously held. The reports of the county supenntendents 
are appended to Mr. McIntire's report. 
Publishers' Notes. 
OUR friends wi~l do us a favo~, if, in dealing witlt our adver-tisers, they WIll always mentiofl the WEEKLY. . 
-We have published two or three communications on the method of ex-
tracting cube root. To all interested in this question we s~ggest that:: postal 
card be sent to H. H. Hill, 506 Marshfield. avenue, ChIcago, for clr~ulars 
d 'b' "ew and simple" method whIch has the recommendatIOn of escrt mg an . . 
well-known teachers in Illinois and Wlsconsm. 
_ We most heartily recommend to those of our readers who wish to pur-
chase microscopes the establishment of Thom~s F. Nels?n,. 31 Monr07 street, 
Chicago. His six-dollar compound schoo! mIcroscope .IS Just the thmg for 
classes in Botany. He has cheaper ones, If they are desned, or more expen-
sive ones. 
-Our readers h~ve noticed in our advertising columns the card of Messrs. 
Jansen, McClurg & Co., the well-known book publishers and booksellers of 
Chicago. The enterprise and marked success of this firm have freqllel~tly 
been noted by the press of the country, east as well as west. The follow~ng 
from the Saturday Evming H~rald of a recent date is a fair representatIOn 
of their present condition: "If the inspired writer who declared that' Of 
makinl!' many books there is no end' could step into the. bo~k-ho~s~ of 
Jansen, McClurg & Co., in this city, he would be confirmed III hIS .0pllllOn. 
It IS ,"~. book mart of the West, and ranks among the largest estabhshmen.ts 
devoted to Mtis trade in the United States. There is not a nook or hamlet III 
the West in which the good name of this concern has' not penetrated. Books 
bearing the imprint of the firm are sold everywhere, and some af the m?st 
successful works published during the past two or three years have been IS-
sued by JanseR, McClurg & Co. The influence of such an establishment as 
this IIpon the entire Northwest is very great. It educates the peopl~ as c61-
leges and seminaries never can. It is a living exponent' of art, itterature, 
and science. Edut ation is embodied within ItS walls, and all the arts and 
sciences are materialized on its well-filled shelves. In addition ' to being the 
largest book house in the West, it is, we belive, the oldest. For many years 
it has been substantially under the same management, and hns attracted a class 
of patronage peculiar to itself-a class which includes the leading literary 
people of this city and the Northwest. Not content merely to handle the 
standard books of the day as the merchant does his calico or flour, Jansen, 
McClurg & Co. have made at once a profess'ion and an art of .their business. 
The choicest and rarest works of the best authors in the world have been col-
lected by them and placed on sale. Indeed they im.,port largely from Europe, 
and in order to increase their facilities in this direction they will soon have a 
representative in London. By thus keeping in the van of all competition, 
Jansen, McClurg & Co. are to-day enabled to claim preeminence in every de-
partment of their business. They first introduced the little reception en-
closure in the center of the store, where visitors can leisurely examine the 
latest'book or engraving, an innovation which has since been copied by the 
leading Eastern houses. Their storeroom in all departments is a model, and 
the convenience of customers could notbe better cared for. As book-dealers 
and stationers, Jansen, McClurg & Co. certainly occupy a proud position." 
